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Abstract—Depicting the online learning process of student users from 
multiple angles can help implement deep learning and effectively improve their 
online learning quality, and it’s a practical and very meaningful work to mine 
the data burying in the topic discussion texts of online learning platforms so 
that useful information could be extracted and attained to help teachers better 
understand students’ learning sentiments and assist students to know of the learn-
ing status of their peers. However, in existing conventional sentiment analysis 
methods, the sample data with uncategorized tags are still labelled manually, and 
such work is usually time consuming and inefficient. In view of these defects, 
this paper aims to study the classification of college students’ learning sentiments 
based on the topic discussion texts of online learning platforms. In the beginning, 
this paper gave the overall structure of the proposed college student Learning 
Sentiment Classification (LSC) algorithm, and discussed the similarity between 
the topic discussion content and the teaching content. Then, this paper proposed 
to integrate Convolution Neural Network (CNN) with the Long-Short Term 
Memory (LSTM) network to build the said LSC model, so as to merge the advan-
tages of the two and improve the accuracy of learning sentiment rating. After 
that, embedding layers of static words and non-static words were introduced 
into the proposed model for the purpose of realizing the mining of specific tex-
tual information while enhancing the semantic expression ability of the words. 
At last, experimental results verified the effectiveness of the proposed model.

Keywords—online learning, topic discussion, text mining, learning sentiment 
analysis

1 Introduction

On online learning platforms, topic discussion is a common and effective inter-
action method of remote education that can strengthen teacher-student connections, 
student-student mutual influence, and the integration of online teaching and online 
learning [1–8]. To implement deep learning and improve the quality of online learning, 
it is a necessary work to assess students’ academic performance, objective achieve-
ment, and knowledge and skill level, so as to depict their online learning process from 
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multiple angles, and the topic discussion on the online learning platforms has made this 
work possible [9–15].

As online learning platforms have become increasingly popular worldwide, topic 
discussion is now an indispensable part of students’ online learning process. Topic dis-
cussion is a good means for students to express their views and listening to the ideas of 
others, with the progress of learning stages, the data volume of topic discussion texts 
accumulates and grows constantly [16–20], and various types of interactive informa-
tion co-exist in the topic discussion forums of online learning platforms, containing 
both the deep level interactions and the simple comments or information exchange. 
Therefore, it’s a practical and very meaningful work to mine the data burying in the 
topic discussion texts so that useful information could be extracted and attained to help 
teachers better understand students’ learning sentiments and assist students to know of 
the learning status of their peers.

Jiao et al. [21] discussed the argumentation characteristics of socio-scientific issues 
in online video learning websites, they employed the content analysis method to con-
duct coding and discourse analysis on 112 argumentation discourses in the discussion 
forums of online video learning websites, and figured out the argumentation char-
acteristics of high-likes comments and the different argumentation performances of 
high-quality and low-quality arguments. Patni et al. [22] argued that the content and 
strategy online discussion plays an important role in blended learning, but the contents 
and strategies currently implemented have not been able to contribute optimally, so the 
authors proposed this paper as a developmental research with design-based research 
approach. The paper set goals and roles for online discussion, prepared content that 
facilitates students to learn independently, motivated them to have the confidence to 
hold discussions, and let teachers involve in the discussions, then the rewards and pun-
ishments were applied based on the given scores and extra tasks to enhance positive 
competitiveness, and the assessments were carried out via online quizzes. To study the 
effects of grouping strategies on asynchronous online discussion, Li et al. [23] designed 
a quasi-experimental research which took 178 graduate students as subjects to compare 
the differences in student participation and social interactions between whole-class and 
small-group discussions, and among groups composed of self-selected acquaintances, 
partial acquaintances, and randomly-assigned strangers, and the statistical results 
attained from learning analytics and social network analysis support the superiority 
of small discussion groups self-formed by acquaintances in increasing learning partic-
ipation and social interactions. Barman et al. [24] qualitatively investigated the inter-
actions between learners, as well as between learners and teachers in MOOCs. In their 
paper, the community of inquiry was taken as the analytical framework to unveil how 
the discussions made in the online environment may connect to the course participants’ 
learning processes, and the preliminary findings suggest that the interactions taking 
place in the discussion forums primarily concern issues regarding course structure.

Existing studies on the sentiment analysis methods mostly talk about building senti-
ment word dictionaries or the quantification of sentiments, these methods tend to cover 
as much sentiment words as possible or figure out the tendency of the sentiments hidden 
in the target texts, however, the sample data with uncategorized tags are still labelled 
manually, and such work is usually time consuming and inefficient. In view of these 
defects, this paper studied the classification of college students’ learning sentiments 
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based on the topic discussion texts of online learning platforms. In the second chapter, 
this paper gave the overall structure of the proposed LSC algorithm and discussed the 
similarity between the topic discussion content and the teaching content. In the third 
chapter, this paper proposed to integrate CNN with LSTM network to build the said 
LSC model, so as to merge the advantages of the two and improve the accuracy of 
learning sentiment rating. After that, embedding layers of static words and non-static 
words were introduced into the proposed model for the purpose of realizing the mining 
of specific textual information while enhancing the semantic expression ability of the 
words. At last, experimental results verified the effectiveness of the proposed model.

2 Calculation of the semantic similarity of topic discussion texts

Fig. 1. Overall structure of the LSC algorithm

To accurately classify the learning sentiments of college students, this paper pro-
posed the LSC algorithm based on the mined data of topic discussion texts of online 
learning platforms, and Figure 1 gives the overall structure of the algorithm, specific 
steps include collect samples of topic discussion texts, pre-process the topic discussion 
texts, calculate the similarity of teaching content texts, and verify the sentiment analy-
sis results, etc.

In order to mine the data of the topic discussion texts of online learning platforms 
based on semantics, at first, the similarity between the discussion text content and the 
teachers’ teaching content should be discussed.

The research objective of this paper is to score the learning sentiments of students 
for a certain online course during their online learning process, so this paper selected 
the textual sematic similarity between the teaching content feature word set and the 
topic discussion text content feature word set of the online learning platforms as the 
reference for rating the learning sentiments of students during their online learning, 
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that is, the higher the similarity of students’ topic discussion texts for a certain online 
course, the more positive their for participating in the learning of this online course.

Fig. 2. Data structure of topic discussion texts

According to the requirements of the experiment, this paper took each single 
discussion topic as a unit to process the texts, and the data of the discussion topic and 
discussion forum were separated. Figure 2 gives the data structure of the topic discussion  
texts. For the discussion topics, the data were attained from 2 parts: the topic poster, 
and the topic content; for the discussion forum, the data were attained from 3 parts: 
students participating in the discussion, teachers participating the discussion, and the 
discussion content.

Therefore, in this paper, the score of students’ learning sentiments was converted 
into the comprehensive score of the similarity between teaching content texts and topic 
discussion texts. The meaning of the comprehensive score is the weighted sum of the 
similarity values of the discussion texts of each topic. Assuming: there’re m discus-
sion topics about an online course; qi represents the weight value corresponding to the 
sematic similarity result S-Simi of the i-th discussion topic, then the following formula 
calculates the comprehensive score ZFX:

 ZF S Sim qX i i
i

m

� � �
�
�

1

 (1)

Figure 3 shows the principle for calculating the word similarity. As can be seen from 
the figure, the calculation of word similarity is the basis for calculating the sematic 
similarity between the teaching content text feature word set and the topic discussion 
text feature word set, and its calculation accuracy is very important for the rating the 
learning sentiments of students.
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Fig. 3. Calculation principle of word similarity

Assuming: γi(1 ≤ i ≤ 4) represents an adjustable parameter; S-Sim1(R1, R2) represents 
the similarity of the first basic sememes between two real word concepts R1 and R2; 
S-Sim2(R1, R2) represents the similarity of other basic sememes between R1 and R2; 
S-Sim3(R1, R2) represents the similarity of relationship sememes between R1 and R2; 
S-Sim4(R1, R2) represents the similarity of relationship symbols between R1 and R2; then 
the following formula calculates the similarity between these two real word concepts:

 S Sim R R S Sim R Ri
i

� � �
�
�( , ) ( , )1 2 1 2

1

4

�  (2)

The adjustable parameter γ satisfies the following requirements:

 � � � � � � � �1 2 3 4 1 2 3 41� � � � � � �,  (3)

The following calculates the similarity between teaching content texts and topic dis-
cussion texts. Assuming: a student has participated in the discussion of o topics about 
the online course; then for this student X, the comprehensive similarity of the topic 
discussion texts of this online course could be calculated using this formula:

 S Sim S SimX Xl l
l

o

� � �
�
� �

1

 (4)

Assuming: S-SimXl represents the similarity of discussion texts of the l-th topic par-
ticipated by student X; αl represents the weight of the k-th discussion topic about this 
online course, then αl needs to satisfy the following constraint:

 �ll

o
�

�� 1
1

 (5)
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Next, S-SimXl, the similarity of discussion texts of the l-th topic participated by 
student X was calculated; assuming: there’re n unrepeated feature words in discus-
sion text TEa of student X under a certain topic, denoted as p1, p2, ... pn; TEb represents 
the course knowledge point text corresponding to this topic, and there’re m different 
feature words in TEb, denoted as p1, p2, ... pm; S-Sim(p1)max represents the maximum sim-
ilarity of p1, then the similarity between texts TEa and TEb can be calculated by the 
following formula:

 S Sim S Sim
S Sim p q q

nXl a b
i ai bji

n

� � � �
� � �

��
( , )

( )max1  (6)

From S-Sim(pa1pb1)max, S-Sim(pa1pb2)max, ..., S-Sim(pa1pb1)max, the maximum value was 
selected and taken as the maximum similarity S-Sim(p1)max of the feature word t1p1. 
Figure 4 gives the strategy for selecting the maximum similarity of feature words.

Fig. 4. Strategy for selecting the maximum similarity of feature words

One thing should be noted is that the feature words of the topic discussion texts of 
online learning platforms should be of multiple uses; assuming: gi represents the fre-
quency of pi in TEa, then the following formula calculates the weight Qai of pi in TEa:

 q
g

j
ai

i

ii

m�

�� 1

 (7)

Similar to Qai, Qbj also represents the weight of pj in TEb. pj is the corresponding 
feature word in TEb when pi reaches the maximum similarity, then the weight Qbj of pj 
in TEb is given by the following formula:

 q
g

j
bj

j

ii

m�

�� 1

 (8)
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3 Classification of learning sentiments based on topic discussion

Fig. 5. Overall structure of the combined model

In learning sentiment analysis, strong feature words in a topic discussion text of 
online learning platforms often determine the sentiment tendency of the entire topic 
discussion text. CNN is not suitable for dealing with long distance dependencies, and 
the LSTM network with input gate and forget gate set for information update is suitable 
for processing sequence information data, so this paper integrated the two to merge 
their advantages and improve the accuracy of the rating of learning sentiments. In addi-
tion, existing word-embedding models generally have defects in their textual expres-
sion ability, so this paper introduced the static and non-static word embedding layers 
into the constructed model, thereby realizing the mining of specific information in the 
texts while enhancing the sematic expression ability of the words. Figure 5 shows the 
overall structure of the combined model.

In this paper, the convolution operation of the CNN module was realized by the 
sliding of the one-dimensional filter on the topic discussion text word vector matrix; 
assuming: ai:i+f-1 represents the vector from the i-th word to the i + f - 1-th word in the 
sentence; Q represents the filter; f represents its height; m represents the width which is 
the dimensionality of the word vector; κ represents the bias term; g represents the Relu 
function; ⊗ represents the point-by-point multiplication, then there is:
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 r g q ai i i f� � �� �( ): 1 �  (9)

After the convolution operation shown in the above formula, the feature sequence 
R of the topic discussion texts of online learning platforms could be attained, that is, 
R = [r1, r2, ..., rn-f+1]. In order to extract the features of topic discussion texts with differ-
ent granularities, different sizes were assigned to the filter height f, then, through the 
maximum pooling processing, the representative features of the topic discussion texts 
of online learning platforms were attained:

 2 1 2
ˆ [ , ]k i it max r r−=  (10)

Next, the second round of convolution and pooling operations were performed to 
further extract the features of the topic discussion texts of online learning platforms so 
as to get a wider receptive field. The output of the first operation of the pooling layer was 
taken as the input, and the calculation formula of the second round of convolution is:

 : 1
ˆ( )i i i fr g q t κ+ −

′ = ⊗ +  (11)

In the calculation result of the above formula, the feature sequence R' contains l 
features, namely � � � � �R r r rl[ , , , ]1 2  , the representative feature is the maximum value 
selected by the second pooling layer from R', then there is:

 z r r rl� � � �max[ , , ..., ]1 2  (12)

The feature vectors of topic discussion texts extracted by the CNN based on the 
static and non-static embedding layers were respectively represented by z1, z2, z3 and z4, 
z5, z6; and the feature vectors of topic discussion texts extracted by the LSTM network 
based on the static and non-static embedding layers were respectively represented by 
k1 and k2.

Next, before z1, z2, z3, z4, z5, z6 and k1, ks were delivered to the fully connected layer, 
the following splicing operation was performed:

 N SO z z z z z z k k= ( , , , , , , , )1 2 3 4 5 6 1 2  (13)

Assuming: Qm represents the weight matrix; κn represents the bias; g represents the 
Relu activation function, then the fully connected layer integrated the feature vector N 
that had completed the splicing:

 E g Q Nm n� �( )�  (14)

Assuming: Qe represents the weight matrix; κy represents the bias; then through the 
Softmax function, the classification result of the rating of students’ learning sentiment 
was attained from E as:

 t Q Ee e� �Softmax( )�  (15)
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Assuming: ci represents the output value of the i-th node of the output layer; Z rep-
resents the number of output layer nodes that characterizes the rating level of learning 
sentiments, the following formula gives the expression of the Softmax function:

 t o

o
i

c

c
z

z

i

z

�

�� 1

 (16)

In topic discussion texts with sentiment tendency, there’re certain differences in 
students’ learning sentiments carried by texts of different time series. This paper intro-
duced the self-attention mechanism into the constructed combined model to focus on 
local key points of the topic discussion texts.

The input of the self-attention layer is � � � � �F f f fn[ , , , ]1 2  , which is the output of the 
LSTM network module, and the self-attention can be described as a task-related query 
w. The output of the self-attention layer is the mapping of a series of (l-u) pairs. The 
matrices constituted by the query vectors, the key vectors, and the value vectors are 
respectively represented by W = [w1,w2, …,wm], L = [l1,l2, …,lm], and U = [u1,u2, …,um], 
then the three matrices were subject to spatial linear mapping to attain vectors wi, li, and 
ui. Assuming QW, QL, and QU represent the weight matrices of the linear mapping, then 
the calculation formulas of the matrices are:

 W Q FW� �  (17)

 L Q FL� �  (18)

 U Q FU� �  (19)

To determine the similarity between W = [w1,w2, …,wm] and L = [l1,l2, …,lm], this 
paper defined a scoring function as follows which is required to have the name dimen-
sionality of w and l:

 SF w l w lT( , ) =  (20)

To cope with the problem that the dot product operation would increase with the 
increase of data dimensionality, this paper set a scaling factor θ, then there is:

 SF w l w lT( , ) �
�

 (21)

When the fractions of multiple wi and li vectors need to be determined, all the vectors 
can be replaced by corresponding matrices W and L. The output of the self-attention 
layer is given by the following formula:

 SA W L U U soft SF W L( , , ) max( ( , ))� �  (22)

The output of the self-attention layer is the result output by the static and non-static 
word embedding layers after processed by the LSTM network, the attained feature 
vectors are respectively represented by x1 and x2; then x1 and x2 were spliced with the 
feature vectors extracted by the CNN, then there is:
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 N SO z z z z z z x x= ( , , , , , , , )1 2 3 4 5 6 1 2
 (23)

N was input into the fully connected layer, and the final classification result of stu-
dents’ learning sentiments was output by the output layer.

4 Experimental results and analysis

To verify the effectiveness of the proposed sematic similarity calculation method of 
topic discussion texts, this paper employed actual examples for the verification. The topic 
discussion text a is “Advanced mathematics is a compulsory mathematics course for 
students majoring in science and engineering disciplines but not majoring in mathematics, 
the main contents include: series of numbers, limits, calculus, analytic geometry of space, 
and linear algebra”. The teacher’s teaching content is “Higher mathematics is a basic 
subject formed by calculus, algebra, geometry, and the interdisciplinary content between 
them, it is a basic exam subject for students majoring in engineering, science, and finance”. 
Then, the proposed similarity calculation method was applied to calculate the sematic 
similarity between the teaching content text feature word set and the topic discussion text 
feature word set of the online learning platforms, and the results are listed in the Table 1.

Table 1. Calculation results of semantic similarity of feature word sets

Advanced 
Mathematics Calculus Algebra Geometry

Advanced mathematics 1.257 0.015 0.074 0.017

Science and engineering 0.016 0.025 0.041 0.036

Required course 0.032 0.041 0.069 0.014

Math class 0.018 0.069 0.034 0.069

Series of numbers 0.021 0.035 0.958 0.052

Limits 0.016 0.028 0.135 0.061

Calculus 0.039 0.014 0.174 0.072

Analytic geometry of space 0.024 0.034 0.119 0.038

Linear algebra 0.031 0.074 0.152 0.085

Basic Discipline Engineering 
Major

Science  
Major Basic Subject

Advanced mathematics 0.051 0.063 0.047 0.027

Science and engineering 0.169 0.168 0.169 0.142

Required course 0.027 0.035 0.035 0.074

Math class 0.135 0.329 0.427 0.139

Series of numbers 0.164 0.062 0.174 0.027

Limits 1.241 0.048 0.538 0.157

Calculus 0.528 0.369 1.697 0.113

Analytic geometry of space 0.041 0.127 0.152 0.169

Linear algebra 0.274 0.035 0.196 0.044
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Table 2. Calculation results of word similarity and weight

Keyword in Text x Advanced 
Mathematics Calculus Algebra Geometry

Maximum similarity 1.162 0.015 0.963 0.058

Weight 0.132 0.158 0.174 0.162

Corresponding keyword in b 
when the similarity in a is the 
largest a

Advanced 
mathematics

Calculus Linear algebra Analytic geometry 
of space

Weight of keywords in b 0.162 0.174 0.159 0.135

Keyword in Text x Basic 
Discipline

Engineering 
Major

Science 
Major Basic Subject

Maximum similarity 1.205 0.369 1.472 0.128

Weight 0.139 0.152 0.106 0.159

Corresponding keyword in b 
when the similarity in a is the 
largest a

Required 
course

Science and 
engineering

Science and 
engineering

Math class

Weight of keywords in b 0.162 0.185 0.169 0.126

Table 2 shows the calculation results of similarity and weights of words in text a. 
The similarity value of teaching content text and topic discussion text was 0.071445, 
which was taken as the reference value for rating the online learning sentiments of 
students.

Fig. 6. Classification accuracy of the combined model
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Fig. 7. Loss value of the combined model

To verify the effectiveness of the proposed model in classifying the learning sen-
timents of students, a comparative experiment was set to train and verify the pro-
posed combined method and some reference models. The reference models include 
the conventional CNN, the conventional LSTM network, the proposed model before 
introducing the self-attention layer, and the Word2vec-SVM model. Figure 6 shows 
the classification accuracy of the combined model, and Figure 7 shows the loss of 
the combined model. As can be seen from the figures, the constructed combined model 
gradually converged after 20 iterations on the collected training sample set.

After training, the proposed combined model and other reference models were 
applied to the test sample set for testing, the same methods were adopted to train the 
other four comparative models on the dataset and make predictions, and the results of 
the comparative experiment are given in Table 3.

Table 3. Classification performance of each model on different sample sets

Model Accuracy F1 Value

Sample set 1

CNN 72.69 73.15

LSTM 70.35 74.59

Before introducing self-attention layer 76.29 73.62

Word2vec-SVM 75.03 77.58

The proposed model 81.82 89.51

Sample set 2

CNN 63.25 61.28

LSTM 68.53 63.05

Before introducing self-attention layer 72.36 73.69

Word2vec-SVM 78.42 78.41

The proposed model 80.29 86.14
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According to the table, compared with other reference models, the proposed model 
outperformed other models in terms of the classification effect of students’ learning 
sentiments on different sample sets. The main reason is that the combined model con-
structed in this paper had set two embedding layers: the static word embedding layer 
and the non-static word embedding layer, which had made full use of the high-quality 
word vector files, realized accurate capture of the information of students’ learning 
sentiments, and attained more precise descriptions and representations of the sematic 
information of topic discussion.

5 Conclusion

This paper studied the classification of students’ learning sentiments based on the 
mined data of the topic discussion texts of online learning platforms. At first, this paper 
gave the overall structure of the proposed LSC algorithm, and discussed the similar-
ity between the topic discussion content and the teaching content. Then, it combined 
CNN with LST to build the said LSC model, so as to merge the advantages of the 
two and improve the accuracy of learning sentiment rating. After that, embedding lay-
ers of static words and non-static words were introduced into the proposed model for 
the purpose of realizing the mining of specific textual information while enhancing 
the semantic expression ability of the words. Combining with experiments, this paper 
gave the calculation results of sematic similarity and word similarity of the feature 
word sets and their weights, and took the similarity value of the teaching content and 
topic discussion content as the reference value for rating the online learning sentiments 
of students. Moreover, comparative experiment was set to verify the effectiveness of 
the proposed model in classifying the learning sentiments of students, and the classifi-
cation accuracy and loss value of the combined model were given as well. At last, the 
classification performance of each model on different sample sets was attained, which 
had further verified the effectiveness of the proposed model.
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